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Abstract
Wedevelopageneraltheory to accountself-consistently for self-field effects
upon theaveragetransport critical current density Jc of aflat type-II
superconductingstrip in themixed statewhen thebulk pinning is
characterizedby afield-dependentdepinning critical current density Jp(B ),
whereB is the local magneticflux density. Wefirst consider the possibility
of both bulk andedge-pinning contributions but concludethat bulk pinning
dominatesover geometrical edge-barriereffects in state-of-the-art YBCO
films andprototype second-generationcoatedconductors. Weapply our
theoryusingtheKimmodel,JpK(B)=JpK(0)/(1+|B|/B0),asanexample.
Wecalculate Jc(Ba)as a function of aperpendicular applied magnetic
inductionBa andshowhow Jc(Ba)is relatedto JpK(B).WefindthatJc(Ba)
is verynearlyequalto JpK(Ba)when Ba B∗a,whereB∗a is the value of Ba
that makesthenet flux density zeroat thestrip’s edge.However, Jc(Ba)is
suppressedrelativetoJpK(Ba)at low fields whenBa <B∗ a,with the largest
suppressionoccurring when B∗a/B0 is of orderunity or larger.

1. Introduction

Oneofthe most important physical propertiescharacterizinga
type-II superconductorisitstransport critical current Ic.When
the current I in a superconductingstrip exceedsIc,avoltage
appearsalong the length; this voltage is due to the motion of
vortices or antivortices acrossthe strip. Applying amagnetic
induction B a perpendicular to the current generally decreases
I c ,and another important physical property is the strength of
the field dependenceof Ic(B a)versus B a. Forapplications
it is of coursedesirable that this field dependencebe asweak
as possible, so that Ic remains large in high fields. In low
applied fields, the self-field generatedby the current through
the superconductor also suppressesthe critical current. It is
the purpose of this paper to present amethod by which such
self-field effects canbe analysedand calculated.

The geometry of interest here is that of a long type-II
superconducting strip of rectangular cross section sketched
in figure 1. Thestripis centred on the z axis and is of
width 2a along the x direction and thickness 2b along the
4 Author to whom any correspondenceshould be addressed.
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Figure 1. Superconductingstrip of rectangularcrosssection
consideredin this paper. Also shownarecontoursof constant vector
potentialA,which correspondtofield linesof B ,whenthe strip
carriesauniform current density.

y direction. For simplicity we assumethat the thickness
is somewhat larger than the London weak-field penetration
depth λ,suchthat (a) the sample dimensions determine the
vortex nucleation conditions and (b) we canusemacroscopic
thermodynamics,which involve the magnetic induction B ,a
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local averageofthemicroscopic magneticinduction overafew
intervortex spacings, and the corresponding thermodynamic
magneticfieldH =∇B F(B ),where F(B )is theHelmholtz
free energy density in the mixed state [2]. When amagnetic
induction B a is applied perpendicular to the z axis, B and
H have only x and y components, which depend only
on the coordinates x and y. Wefocus our attention on
dimensionsofgreatestinteresttothoseinvolvedinresearchand
development on second-generation coatedconductors (highly
orientedYBCO (YBa2Cu3O7−δ)filmsontextured substrates):
YBCO thicknessesintherange 0.2–4µmandwidths in the
range0.1–10mm, suchthat b a.

Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2,we
discuss the complications arising when both bulk and edge
pinning arepresent,but we showthat bulk pinning dominates
overgeometricaledge-barriereffects in state-of-the-art YBCO
films and prototype second-generation coatedconductors. In
section3,wediscussthe generalproblemof how to calculate
the average critical current density Jc(B a)in an applied
magnetic induction B a when the local depinning critical
current density Jp dependsupon the local magnetic induction
B ( x , y ) = x̂Bx(x,y)+ ŷBy(x,y). Insection3.1,wegive
somebasicequations,andin section 3.2,weoutline, but donot
apply,ageneralmethodrequiringatwo-dimensional (2D)grid.
In section3.3,wedevelopageneral methodfor calculating
Jc(Ba)that usesonly a 1D grid but requires the integral of
1/Jp(Bx,By)with respectto Bx. This methodaccountsfor
the spatial variation of B (x,y)and Jp(B )over the entire
crosssectionof thefilm. In section3.4,wea pply this method
for perpendicular applied fields B a =ˆyBa using the Kim
model[1],JpK(B)=JpK(0)/(1+|B|/B0),whichassumesthat
Jp dependsonlyuponthemagnitudeof B (x,y).Wecalculate
Jc(Ba)versus Ba andthefield andcurrent distributions across
the strip. Webriefly summarizeour findings in section4.

2. Bulk versusedgepinning

According to critical-state theory in the mixed state of
type-II superconductors [2], at the critical current of a
superconducting strip the magnitude of the current density
J ( x , y )=J z( x , y ) ẑ =∇×H (x,y)in a regioncontaining
vorticesislocallyequal tothecritical depinningcurrentdensity
Jp(B ). Jp(B )characterizes the bulk pinning force per unit
length fp on a vortex but is defined to have dimensions
of current density: fp
=Jpφ0,whereφ0 =h/2e is the
superconducting flux quantum. On the other hand, the actual
current density (averagedover a few intervortex spacings) is
j ( x , y )= j z( x , y ) ˆ

z =∇×B (x,y)/µ0,and itisthiscurrent
density that entersinto theBiot–Savart expressionfrom which
the self-field contribution to B can becalculated throughout
all space.

Dependingupon the magnitudeof Jp,thema gnetic-flux-
density andcurrent-density distributions in asuperconducting
strip canbesurprisingly complicated becauseof the influence
of geometrical edge barriers, Bean–Livingston surface
barriers, or surface-barrier effects [3–20].

For small Jp, the self-field critical current of a
superconductingstripisdeterminedentirelybythegeometrical
edgebarrier. For a sample in theMeissner state subjected to
an increasing current I in the z direction in the absenceof

aperpendicular applied field, the current density in the strip
averagedover the thickness is [17, 21]

jz(x)=
I

2πb
√
a2−x2

, (1)

and the y componentof the self-field in the plane y =0is
[17, 21]

H y(x ,0 )=0 , | x |<a , (2)

=
xI

2π|x|
√
x2−a2

, | x |> a , (3)

to good approximation except within about b of the edges
at x =±a. Irreversible vortex penetrationoccurs and the
critical current is reachedwhen |Hy(±a,0)|first reaches
the barrier-penetration field Hs. Intheabsence of a Bean–
Livingstonbarrier,Hs =Hc1,thelowercritical field, but in
the presenceofaBean–Livingston barrier, Hs may be much
larger, evenapproachingthebulk thermodynamiccritical field
Hc [3, 22–25]. However, the value of Hs and the processby
which irreversible penetration first occurs dependsensitively
upon the local structure of the edge[9, 11–14, 17, 18, 26–31].
Theedge-barriercritical current in zeroexternalmagneticfield
Is0 canbeestimatedbyevaluatingequation(3)at x ≈a +b/2,
which leadstotheresult Is0 =2π

√
abHs obtained in [17]

for films with roundededges5.Notethat when I =Is0,the
magnitudeof the self-field in themiddle of the top andbottom
surfacesis|Hx(0,±b)|=Is0/2πa =

√
b/aHs,whichismuch

smaller than Hswhenb a,thecase of interest here.
When the current I rises slightly above Is0, vortices

andantivortices nucleate on opposite sides of the strip and
then experience a Lorentz driving force per unit length of
magnitude fd(x)=jz(x)φ0,which issharply peakedat
the
edgesand reaches aminimum at the centre of the strip (see
equation (1)). Let us consider the casefor which the bulk-
pinning current density Jp is independent of B (the Bean–
London model [32, 33]). When Jp is less than Is0/2πab,the
driving forces exceedthe bulk-pinning forces for all x,and
the nucleatedvortices andantivortices aredriven towards each
other until they annihilate. Wetherefore seethat the self-field
critical current Ic of the strip is governedentirely by the edge
barrier,i.e., Ic =Is0,independent of the bulk-pinning Jp,
whentheratio p =Ip/Is0 is lessthan2/π,where Ip =4abJp
is definedto bethebulk-pinning critical current in theabsence
of the edgebarrier.

For largervaluesof Jp,i.e., for p >2/π,thecritical
current Ic of the strip (where a voltage first appearsalong
the length) is larger than the current Is0 when vortices are
first nucleated. As the current I slightly exceeds Is0,the
largescreeningcurrentsnearthesampleedgesdrivenucleating
vortices and antivortices toward the centre of the strip, but
they stopwhere jz(x)=Jp. Asshownin[19], further
increases of the current produce metastable magnetic flux
distributions initially characterizedby five zones. Near the
edgesaretwo vortex-free zoneswherethe local current density
jz(x)>Jp.Along thecentrelineisanothervortex-freezone
where jz(x)<Jp.Onthe right sideof thecentralvortex-free
5 Different expressionsfor Is0 were obtained in [19] and[20], which
consideredthin films for which b <λand the two-dimensionalscreening
length =λ2/b playsanimportantrole.
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zoneis aregion containing vortices with magneticflux density
By(x)>0, in which jz(x)=Jp;andon theleft sideof the
centralvortex-freezoneisaregioncontaining antivorticeswith
magneticfluxdensityBy(x)<0inwhich jz(x)=Jp. The
critical current Ic is reachedwhen I and jz(x)are just large
enoughto drive the vortex-filled andantivortex-filled regions
together, shrinking the central vortex-free zoneto zero width,
such that vortex–antivortex annihilation can occur along the
centreline.

In zeroapplied field when p is just above2/π,thestate
of the strip when I is barely abovethe critical current Ic can
therefore be describedqualitatively in terms of four zonesas
follows: vortices and antivortices nucleate at opposite edges
of the strip, where the magnitude of the local magnetic field
is equal to Hs. Oncenucleated, vortices (antivortices) move
rapidly to the left (right) through otherwisevortex-free zones
near the strip edges where the supercurrent density jz(x)
exceedsthe bulk zero-field depinning critical current density
Jp.Thevortices (antivortices) thenentera vortex-filled zone
ontheright(left)sideof thecentreline,wherethemagneticflux
densityBy >0(By <0) andthelocal critical currentdensity
jz(x)is just barelyabovethedepinningcritical currentdensity
Jp. Thecritical current Ic is larger than Is0 but also larger
than Ip becausejz(x)>Jp in thevortex-freezones.Analytic
expressionsfrom which Ic canbecalculated aregiven in [19]
and[20]forthecase that Jp is independentof B.

For increasingvaluesof Jp or p =Ip/Is0,the vortex-free
zonesat I =Ic becomenarrower, and they shrink to zero
width whenthemagnitudeof the Jp-generatedself-field at the
sampleedgesbecomesequal to Hs.IfJp is independentof B
andb a,theself-field at (x,y)=(±a,0)can beshown
from equation(9)tobe

Hy(±a,0)=±(Jpb/π)[ ln(2a/b)+1] (4)

with correction terms inside the brackets of order (b/a)2.
The value of Jp that makesHy(a,0)=Hs is Jps =
πHs/b[ln(2a/b)+1], andthecorrespondingvalueof p is

ps =
Ips
Is0

=
2
√
a/b

ln(2a/b)+1
, (5)

whereIps =4abJps.
For larger valuesof the depinning critical current density,

Jp >Jps or p ps,thecritical currentis givenby Ic =Ip
to excellent approximationbecauseJz(x)=Jp throughout
the entire width of the strip except very near the edges. Any
surface-currentcontributionattheedgesarisingfromasurface-
barrier-induced discontinuity in H canbeshownto besmaller
than Ic by a factor of order b/a.

Such complicated magnetic-field and current-density
distributions arising from the geometrical edge barrier are
importantforstripsfabricatedof low-pinningsuperconductors,
suchasBi-2212. Ontheotherhand,for state-of-the-art YBCO
films and prototype second-generationcoatedconductors, the
depinning critical current density is sohigh that the parameter
p iswell aboveps,andtheexcesscurrentduetotheedgebarrier
is negligible. For example,Rupichetal [34]recently reported
measurementsofaself-field critical currentof Ic =112 A at
77 K for a coatedconductor composite of length 1.25 m and

width 1 cm, in which the superconductor wasmetal-organic-
derivedYBCO of thickness0.8µmcoatedonadeformation-
texturedNiW alloy substratebufferedwith Y2O3/YSZ/CeO2.
Wecanestimate Is0 asfollows. Theauthorsof [35]found from
magnetizationmeasurements,usinga1−(T/Tc)2 temperature
dependencefor Hc(T),

√
2Hc(0)=1 .4 ×104 Oe,κ=57,

andTc =93.9KforaYBCO singlecrystal,whichyields
Hc =3.24 kOe=2.6 ×105 Am−1 at T =77 K. Taking
the nucleation field Hs to be the sameas Hc1 and using the
Ginzburg–LandauexpressionHc1 =(Hc/κ

√
2)( lnκ+0.5),

we obtain Hs =Hc1 =180 Oe =1 .5
×104 Am−1

and Is0 =4.1A. TakingIp =Ic =112 A, we obtain
p = Ip/ Is0 =27, suchthatp ps,where ps =3 .1
(equation (5)). This indicates that the vortex-filled region in
which the current density is at the depinning critical current
density fills practically the entire crosssection at the critical
current of coatedconductors suchasthat reported in [34].

3. Bulk pinning

For the remainder of this paper, we limit our attention to
materials in which the depinning critical current density is
sohigh that geometrical edgebarriers haveanegligible effect
uponthecritical current. Wenowfocusonthequestionsof how
to calculate the averagecritical current density Jc =Ic/4ab
in an applied magnetic induction B a and how to determine
themagnetic-field andcurrent-density distributions at Jcwhen
the local depinning critical current density Jp hasasignificant
dependenceupon the local magnetic induction B .

3.1. Basic equations

Consider a type-II superconducting strip with a geometry as
sketchedin figure1.Ifthecurrent densityassociatedwith the
magnetic inductionB =∇×A is j (x,y)=(1 /
µ0)∇×
B (x,y),thevectorpotentialA(x,y)=ˆ

zAz(x,y)generated
by j (x,y)can becalculatedfrom
Azr(x,y,a,b)

= −
µ0

4π

a

− a

b

− b
jz(u,v) ln[(x −u)2 + (y −v)2]dudv,(6)

wherethe subscript r refers to the rectangular crosssection. If
j = ẑjz and the sheetcurrent density Kz =2bjz areconstant
overthe crosssectionof thestrip, theresulting vector potential
and the x and y componentsof themagnetic induction are

Azr(x,y,a,b)=(µ0Kz/2π)azr(x,y,a,b), (7)

Bxr(x,y,a,b)=(µ0Kz/2π)bxr(x,y,a,b), (8)
Byr(x,y,a,b)=(µ0Kz/2π)byr(x,y,a,b), (9)

where expressionsfor the functions azr, bxr, byr,andtheir
partial derivativesaregiven in appendixA.Showninfigure 1
are contoursof constantAzr(x,y),which correspondto B r
field lines.

In the limit of vanishing thicknessof the strip of width
2a , simpler results but with singularities at the edges can
be obtainedby replacing jz in equation(6)by jz(x,y)=
Kz(x)δ(y),suchthat thevectorpotential becomes

A zs( x , y,a )=−
µ0

4π

a

− a
Kz(u) ln[(x−u)2 + y2]du,(10)
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where the subscript s is a reminder that the results apply to a
strip in the limit of zero thickness. If Kz is uniform over the
width of the strip, the resulting vector potential and the x and
y componentsof themagnetic induction are

Azs(x,y,a)=(µ0Kz/2π)azs(x,y,a), (11)

Bxs(x,y,a)=(µ0Kz/2π)bxs(x,y,a), (12)

Bys(x,y,a)=(µ0Kz/2π)bys(x,y,a), (13)

whereexpressionsfor the functions azs, bxs,and bys aregiven
in appendixB.

We are interested in calculating the critical current Ic as
afunction of the applied field when the magnetic induction
B a is applied perpendicular to the z axis. If one equates
the current density jz to the depinning critical current density
Jp(B )in equation(6), which determinesthevectorpotentialA
describing theself-fields, onemustself-consistently determine
thespatial variation of the local magnetic induction B =
B a + ∇×A . Ingeneral, Jp(B )is not constantoverthe
cross section of the sample, and the critical current density
Jc(B a)=Ic/4ab is thereforenotequalto Jp(B a).

3.2. General procedurewith a 2D grid and Jp(B )

The following generalnumerical procedure,which is similar
to thatusedby previousauthors[36, 37]forthedisc geometry,
could be used to account for self-field effects when the
depinning critical current density Jp(B )depends upon both
themagnitude and direction of the local magnetic induction
B . Dividethe rectangularcrosssection into N =Nx Ny
currentelementsofdimensions x× y,where x =2a/Nx
and y =2b/Ny, centredat thecoordinates(xn,yn),where
n =1,2,...,N.IfN islarge,thebulk-pinningcriticalcurrent
density Jp(B n)in element n is very nearly constant. The
local magnetic induction in element n can be expressed as
B n =B (xn,yn)=B a + B self(xn,yn),whereBself(xn,yn)=
x̂Bself,x(xn,yn)+ ŷBself,y(xn,yn)can beobtainedwith thehelp
of equations(8)and(9)bysumming thecontributionsfrom all
current elements:

Bself,x(x,y)=
N

m=1

µ0Km

2π
bxr x −xm , y−ym ,

x
2
,

y
2

,

(14)

Bself,y(x,y)=
N

m=1

µ0Km

2π
byr x −xm , y−ym ,

x
2
,

y
2

(15)

uwith Km =Jp(B m) y.Thisreslts in 2N equations,which
for eachgiven bulk-pinning critical current density function
Jp(B )can besolvedby iterative methodsto obtain thex and y
componentsof theN vectorsB n.Theaverage critical current
density canthen becalculated asfollows:

Jc(Ba)=
1
N

N

n=1
Jp(B n). (16)

3.3. General procedurefor strips with a 1D grid and
Jp(Bx,By)

Supposethe strip is subjected to a uniform applied magnetic
inductionBa =ˆ xBax + ŷBay.Weconsider the casein which
the underlying depinning critical current density Jp(Bx,By)
is a known function of both the x and y componentsof the
local magneticinductionB . Forexample, Jp(Bx,By)could
be determined experimentally by (a) measuring Jc in applied
fieldsB a largeenoughthat theeffectsof theself-field B self are
negligible and(b) fitting to amodel that allows extrapolation
to smallB.Incalculating theremanentmagnetizationof discs
in self-fields, the authorsof [36]and[37]found for the disc
geometry that the magnitude of B changedso significantly
over the disc thickness that the depinning critical current
density at the top and bottom surfaces was significantly
suppressedrelative to that midway between the two surfaces.
This suppressionof the depinning current density near the top
andbottom surfacesmust alsobetakeninto account to achieve
self-consistent solutions accountingfor self-field effects upon
the averagecritical current density Jc(B a)versus B a of long
strips.

There are three properties of thin superconducting strips
with b a (seefigure1)thate nableusto accomplishthis
usingonly a 1D grid by applying an ideafrom [37]and[38].
We simplify the general procedure outlined in section 3.2
by takingNy =1, suchthat N =Nx,andby considering
currentelementsof dimensions x =2a/N and y =2b,
centredatthecoordinates(xn,0),wheren=1,2,...,N.For
simplicity, weusetheapproximationthatB ≈µ0H ,suchthat
J ≈ j = ( 1 / µ 0 )∇ ×B .

The first important property of thin strips we useis that
thex and y componentsof B self (x,y)can beobtainedto good
accuracyby writing

Bself,x(x,y)=
N

m=1

µ0Km

2π
bxr x −xm , y,

x
2
, b , ( 1 7 )

Bself,y(x,y)=
N

m=1

µ0Km

2π
byr x −xm , y,

x
2
, b , ( 1 8 )

whereKn =2b j̄z(xn)is the averagesheetcurrent density
in the element at x =xn. The net magnetic induction is
B =B a + B self,where

Bx(x,y)=Bax + Bself,x(x,y), (19)

By(x,y)=Bay + Bself,y(x,y). (20)

As can be seenfrom figure 1, Bself,x(x,−b)>0and
Bself,x(x,b)=−Bself,x(x,−b).

The second property of thin films we use is that,
althoughthecurrent densityj (x,y)=jz(x,y)ẑ is given
in general by jz =(1/µ0)(∂By/∂x
−∂Bx/∂y), it isa
good approximation for most of the strip width to write
jz =−(1/µ0)∂Bx/∂y whenb a. Theaccuracyofthis
approximation canbeestimatedfor auniform current densityin astrip of rectangular crosssection by calculating the ratio
RJ(x,y)=(∂By/∂x)/(−∂Bx/∂y)using equations(A.6)
and (A.7). Although RJ ∼1at the edges of the strip, we
find that RJ(0,0)≈(2/π)(b/a)at the centreof the strip
whenb/a 1. Whenb/a =0.01, RJ(0,0)=0.0064 and
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RJ(x,0)<0 .1for a −|x |>3 .5b . Whenb/a =0 .001,
RJ(0,0)=0.00064 andRJ(x,0)<0.1for a −|x|>3.5b.

Thethird propertyof thin filmsweuseisthat |∂By/∂y|
|∂Bx/∂y|,such that although Bx(x,y)changes considerably
over the film thickness, By(x,y)is very nearly a constant,
equal to By(x,0). The accuracy of this approximation can
beestimatedfor a strip carrying a uniform current density by
calculatingtheratioRB(x)=|[By(x,b)−By(x,0)]/By(x,0)|
using equation (A.3). Although RB(x)is largest near the
edgesofthestrip,RB(x)<0.01 for a −|x|>3.5b when
b/a 0.01.

The second property allows us to obtain the average
of jz(x,y)over the sample thickness from j̄ z ( x ) =
Bself,x(x,−b)/µ0b,andthethird propertyallowsus to set
By(x,y)=By(x,0)in the critical stateforce-balance
expression

jz(x,y)=Jp(Bx(x,y),By(x,y)) , (21)

suchthat in equations(17)and(18)wemaywrite

K n =2b j̄z(xn)=2Bself,x(xn,−b)/µ0, (22)

where Bself,x(xn,−b)is obtained either numerically or
analytically from (see[37]and[38])

Bax+Bself,x(xn,−b)

Bax−Bself,x(xn,−b)

du
Jp(u,By(xn,0))

=2µ0b. (23)

One may now use theabove equations to find self-
consistent solutions for B and j . The2N unknowns,
Bx(xn,−b)and By(xn,0), can be obtained numerically
from 2N equations obtained from equations (18)–(20), (22),
and (23). Once these solutions have been found, we may
calculate theaveragecritical current density from

Jc(Ba)=
1
N

N

n=1
j̄z(xn)=

1
Nµ0b

N

n=1
Bself,x(xn,−b).(24)

3.4. Calculations in a perpendicular field with a 1D grid and
aKimmodelJp(B(x,y))

We have applied the numerical procedure described in
section3.3 to calculate Jc(Ba)in a perpendicularfield B a =
ŷBa for three fictitious YBCO samples (a, b, and c) with
dimensions as in figure 1 but with a =120 µm and
b =(a) 0.1µm, (b)0.5µm, and(c)1.5µm. Suenagaetal[39]
reported that the depinning critical current densities inferred
from 77K magnetization measurementsonthreeYBCO discs
with thesethicknesseswerewellfitted by theKim model [1],

JpK(B)=JpK(0)/(1+|B | /B0), (25)

excepta ow fieldswhere self-field effectsareresponsiblefort l
deviations.For Jp(Bx,By)in equation(23)wetherefore took
thelocal depinningcritical currentdensityto beJp(Bx,By)=
JpK(B), where B = B2

x + B2
y. The parameters were

(a) JpK(0)=4 .32 ×106 Acm−2 andB0 =17 .6mT,
(b) JpK(0)=3 .22 ×106 Acm−2 andB0 =18 .8mT,
and(c) JpK(0)=2.55 ×106 Acm−2 andB0 =22.6mT,
respectively[39]. With equation(25)giving theexplicit form
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Figure 2. Thenormalized averagecritical current density
Jc(Ba)/JpK (0)versus Ba/B0 calculatedfromequation(24)forthe
threesamplesa, b, andc (solid), comparedwith the Kim model,
JpK(Ba)/JpK(0),equation(25)(dashed). Thevaluesof B∗a/B0 for
the threesamplesareidentified by the (a) solid circle, (b) solid
triangle, and(c) solid square.

for Jp,itwaspossible to evaluateequation(23)analytically
with the result
2B0Bx(xn,−b)+ Bx(xn,−b) B2

x(xn,−b)+ B2
y(xn,0)

+ B2
y(xn,0)sinh

−1[Bx(xn,−b)/|By(xn,0)|]
=2µ0JpK(0)B0b. (26)
Using Mathematica [40], we solved equations (18)–

(20), (22), and (26) numerically with N =101 to
obtain Bx(xn,−b)and By(xn,0)for samplesa, b, and c.
This allowedus to calculateBx(x,y)and By(x,y)from
equations(17), (18), (22), and

Bx(x,y)=Bself,x(x,y), (27)

By(x,y)=Ba + Bself,y(x,y). (28)
Wealso calculated B∗a,thevalueofBaatwhichBy(−a,0)=0,
for the three samplesconsidered in this paper: B∗a/B0 =(a)
0.651, (b) 1.320, and (c) 1.834 or B∗a =(a) 11.5 mT,
(b) 24.8 mT, and (c) 41.4 mT. Shown in figure 2 are values
of Jc(Ba)versus Ba calculated from equation (24). When
Ba B∗a ,thecalculated valuesof Jc(Ba)agreedwith JpK(Ba)
within (a) 0.6%, (b) 1.3%, and(c) 2.1% for the threesamples,
where the valuesof B∗a areshownby the solid symbols. Note
thatthesuppressionof Jc(0)is greatestfor thethickestfilm. In
general, self-field effects becomemore important as the strip
thickness increases.

Normalizedplots of By(x,0)versus x/a for the thickest
of the three samplesfor applied fields Ba =(a) 0, (b) B∗a/2,
(c) B∗a,and(d) 3B∗a/2areshowninfigure3.NotethatBy =0
at theleft edgeof the samplewhen Ba =B∗ a.Fi gure 4 shows
corresponding normalized plots of

j̄ z(x )=B x(x ,−b) /µ 0b (29)
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Figure3. Normalizedmagneticflux densityBy(x,0)versus x/a for
the thickest of the threesamples,calculated from equation(28), for
appliedfields Ba =(a) 0, (b) B∗a/2, (c) B∗a,and(d)3B∗a/2(applied
fields shown ashorizontal dashedlines), where B∗a =41.4mT and
B∗a/(µ0bJpK(0)/π)=2.71.

versusx/a.Notethat j̄z(x)islargest atthosevaluesof x where
By(x,0)=0infigure 3. NotealsothatwhenBa>B∗a , j̄z
versus x becomesflatter; this is another indication that self-
field effects havelessof aneffect upon Jc(Ba)as Ba increases.

Arough (within about a factor of 1.2) estimateof B∗a ,
perhapsuseful in the analysisof experiments, is µ0Hy(a,0),
where Jp in equation (4)isreplaced by the experimental
value of Jc(0). Using thesolid curves in figure 2 to
obtain such an estimate yields (a) 12.7 mT, (b) 30.1 mT,
and (c) 49.6 mT for the three samples discussed above, for
which Jc(0)/JpK(0)=(a) 0.838,(b) 0.652,and(c) 0.534,or
Jc(0)=(a) 3.62×106 Acm−2,(b)2.10 ×106 Acm−2,and
(c) 1.36×106 Acm−2,respectively.

Several features of theabove behaviour of Jc versus Ba
usingtheKim model [1]a re close to thosefound analytically
for Jc(Ba)when theappliedfield is parallel to aninfinite slab,
asdiscussedinappendix C.

4. Summary

In section2,webrieflyreviewedthebehaviour of theaverage
critical currentdensity Jc(Ba)of superconductingstripswhen
both bulk andedgepinning play a role. The main conclusion
of this section is that edge pinning has a negligible effect
upon Jc in state-of-the-art YBCO films andprototype second-
generation coated conductors.

In section3,weconsideredtheproblem of how to account
self-consistently for the dependenceof the local depinning
critical currentdensityuponthelocal magneticinduction when
calculating Jc(B a). Insection 3.1,wepresented somebasic
equations,and in section3.2,wesetup, but did not apply, a
procedurethat, usinga2D grid andstarting from anunderlying
localdepinningcriticalcurrentdensityJp(Bx,By),wouldyield
the averagecritical currentdensity Jc(B a)=Ic/4ab versus

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
x�a
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b

c

dj_ z�
x)
/J
pK
(0
)

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Figure 4. Local current density averagedover the samplethickness
j̄z(x)/JpK (0)versus x/a for the thickestsample,calculatedfrom
equation(29)forapplied fields Ba =(a) 0, (b) B∗a/2, (c) B∗a,and
(d) 3B∗a/2, whereB∗a =41.4mT.

anapplied magnetic induction B a for asampleof rectangular
crosssection of arbitrary width 2a and thickness2b.

In section 3.3,wedeveloped ageneralmethodthat, using
a1Dgrid and starting from an underlying local depinning
critical currentdensityJp(Bx,By),yie lds the averagecritical
currentdensityJc(B a)=Ic/4ab asafunction of themagnetic
induction B a appliedtoaflatsamplewhose width 2a is much
larger than its thickness 2b,acase of considerable interest
to those involved in researchon prototype second-generation
YBCOcoated conductors. Thismethodshouldwork well even
when Jp isafunction of both themagnitude B andthedirection
B̂ of thelocal magneticinductionB =B B̂.

In section3.4,weapplied the abovemethod to calculate
Jc(Ba)in a perpendicularfield Ba using the Kim model [1]
(equation (25)), in which the local depinning critical current
density Jp isafunction of themagnitude B butnot thedirection
B̂ o f B =B B̂. Thefunctional form of the B dependence
of the Kim model’s Jp(B)resulted in the particular form of
equation(26), which we usedindetermining Bx(x,−b)and
j̄z(x). However, our general method is not limited to the
Kim model but could be usedwith any other realistic model
(whether analytic or numerical) for Jp(B). Insteadof using
equation (26), one could useequation (23)toobtain a new
algorithmconnectingBx(xn,−b)and By(xn,0)from which
Jc(Ba),By(x,0),and j̄z(x)could bedetermined.

In this paper we have considered only static current
and field distributions at the critical current. For extensive
treatments of the dynamics of current and field penetration
into strips, see[38, 41–43].
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AppendixA.Az ,Bx ,andBy for a stripcarrying
uniform sheetcurrent density
When a strip of rectangular cross section (width 2a and
thickness2b)carriesauniformsheetcurrentdensityKz=2bjz
as described in section 1,thevector potential derived from
equation(6)(neglecting anunimportant additive constant) can
be expressedasin equation (7), where

azr(x,y,a,b)

= (x −a)2 arctan
y + b
x − a

−arctan
y − b
x − a

+ (x + a)2 arctan
y − b
x + a

−arctan
y + b
x + a

+ (y −b)2 arctan
x + a
y − b

−arctan
x − a
y − b

+ (y + b)2 arctan
x − a
y + b

−arctan
x + a
y + b

+ (x −a)(y + b)ln[(x −a)2 + (y + b)2]
−(x −a)(y −b) ln[(x −a)2 + (y −b)2]
+ (x + a)(y −b)ln[(x + a)2 + (y −b)2]

−(x + a)(y + b)ln[(x + a)2 + (y +b)2]
4 b . ( A . 1 )

The x and y components of the magnetic induction derived
from equation(7)andB =∇×A aregivenin equations(8)and(9), where

bxr(x,y,a,b)

=
y − b
2b

arctan
x + a
y − b

−arctan
x − a
y − b

+
y + b
2b

arctan
x − a
y + b

−arctan
x + a
y + b

+
x + a
4b

ln
(x +a)2 + (y −b)2

(x + a)2 + (y + b)2

+
x − a
4b

ln
(x −a)2 + (y + b)2

(x −a)2 + (y −b)2
, (A.2)

byr(x,y,a,b)

=
x − a
2b

arctan
y − b
x − a

−arctan
y + b
x − a

+
x + a
2b

arctan
y + b
x + a

−arctan
y − b
x + a

+
y − b
4b

ln
(x −a)2 + (y −b)2

(x + a)2 + (y −b)2

+
y + b
4b

ln
(x + a)2 + (y + b)2

(x −a)2 + (y + b)2
. (A.3)

Partial derivatives of the components of B , suchas
∂Bxr/∂y =(µ0Kz/2π)∂bxr/∂y,aregivenbythe following
equations,

∂bxr(x,y,a,b)/∂x

= l n
(x +a)2 + (y −b)2

(x + a)2 + (y + b)2
(x −a)2 + (y + b)2

(x −a)2 + (y −b)2
4b,(A.4)

∂by r(x,y,a,b)/∂y=− ∂bxr(x,y,a,b)/∂x, (A.5)
∂bxr(x,y,a,b)/∂y

= arctan
x + a
y − b

+arctan
x − a
y + b

−arctan
x + a
y + b

−arctan
x − a
y − b

2b,
(A.6)

∂byr(x,y,a,b)/∂x

= arctan
y − b
x − a

+arctan
y + b
x + a

−arctan
y + b
x − a

−arctan
y − b
x + a 2b.

(A.7)

AppendixB.Az ,B x ,andBy for a thinstrip
carrying uniform sheetcurrent density

Whenathin strip of width 2a andnegligible thicknesscarries
a uniform sheetcurrent density Kz asdescribed in section 1,
the vector potential derived from equation (10)(ne glecting
an unimportant additive constant) can be expressed as in
equation (11), where

a zs( x , y,a )=y arctan
x − a
y

−arctan
x + a
y

+
x − a
2

ln[(x −a)2 + y2] −
x + a
2

ln[(x + a)2 + y2].

(B.1)
The x and y components of the magnetic induction derived
fromequation(11)andB =∇×A aregivenin equations(12)
and(13), where

bxs(x,y,a)= arctan
x − a
y

−arctan
x + a
y

, (B . 2 )

and
bys(x,y,a)=

1
2
ln

(x + a)2 + y2

(x −a)2 + y2
. (B.3)

AppendixC. Jc(Ba)for Ba parallel toa slab

Although our main interest in this paper is in the average
critical current density Jc(Ba)versus Ba when a magnetic
field is applied perpendicular to a flat strip, for comparison
we presenthereanalytic results for the averagecritical current
density Jc(Ba)in thezdirection whenamagneticinduction Ba
is applied in the ydirection parallel to thesurfaceof aninfinite
slabof thickness2a.Weconsidertwomodelsforthedepinning
critical currentdensityJp(B)and assumethatB =µ0H,such
that at the critical current we havefor eachmodel

J z(x )=J p(B y)=
1
µ0

dBy (x)
dx

. (C.1)

Associatedwith this current is the self-field Bs,suchthat
By(±a)=Ba ±Bs.Integrating equation(C.1)fromoneside
of the slabto theother, wefind that theaveragecritical current
density is

Jc =
Bs
µ0a

, (C.2)

where the dependence of Bs upon Ba can be determined by
solvingequation(C.1)for By(x).Forboth modelsof Jp(B),
we find that Jc(Ba)has an inflection point at Ba =B∗ a and is
equalto Jp(Ba)for |Ba| B∗a .
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C.1.Jp(B)=α/ |B |

ForthemodelJp(B)=α/|B|,wefind thatB∗a =
√ µ0αa and

Jc(Ba)
Jc(B∗a)

= 2−
Ba
B∗a

2
, 0 |Ba| B∗a , ( C . 3 )

=
B∗a
|Ba|

, |Ba| B∗a . (C.4)

C.2.Jp(B)=Jp0/(1+|B | /B0)

FortheKimmodel[1], Jp(B)=Jp0/(1+|B|/B0),wefind
that

B∗a =(B0/2)

1 + 4

µ0Jp0a/B0−1 (C.5)

and
Jc(Ba)
Jp0

=
√
1+2b∗+2b∗2−b2 −1

b∗(1+b∗)
, 0 b b∗,

(C.6)

=
1

1 + b
, b b∗, (C.7)

whereb=|Ba|/B0 andb∗=B∗ a/B0.
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